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How has your Government used labour market policies, including wage policies, to help
reduce economic and social inequalities?

The Ministry of Labor has introduced multiple Iabour market polic{es, including wage policies, to
reduce inequalities. One of the major concerns for Saudi Arabia is to encourage the employment of
Saudi Arabia nationals in the private sector since currently, a majority of Saudis work in the public
sector. The Nitaqat program is in place to encourage companies to increase "Saudization", Each
company is classified in bands depending on their compliance with nationalization requirements (e@
the proportion of Saudis in the workforce): then companies classified in high bands are given
pdviteges, in its 2nd Version, Nitaqat encourages companies to pay a minimum monthly salary of SR
3,000 to Saudis New adjustments to the program are ongoing e,g, for disadvantaged groups.

8audi Arabia has also introduced both a Wage Protection System (WPS) and a minimum wage in
the public sector to reduce economic and sociaÿ inequalities. The Wage Protection System 0NPS)
was introduced by the Ministry of Labor in 2013 to bÿtter regulate the labor practices of the private
sector and prevent lÿtegat practices. The system - currently covering companies who employ more
than 300 workers - monitors the payment of wages to both Saudi and non-Saudi workers emptoyed
in the private sector, using bank-certified salary payment files verified through comparison with
employee tax database, WPS is in the process of being roiled out, with the intention that it witl
eventually cover all companies in the private sector.

Saudi Arabia is also committed to minimum wages for wÿrkers in the private and pubtic sector. The
general minimum wage at the amount of 3000 SAR has already been introduced to the public sector
in 20ÿ12. Furthermore, the social dialogue regarding "minimum wage in the private sector" started
with participation from different social partners. Recent bi-laterat agreements have also established
minimum wÿtges for foreign workers in the pdvate sector.

How has your Government used monetary, fiscal and trade policies to create employment
and promote decent work for aft, while ensuring social inclusion and environmental
protection? tn particular, is the pursuing of full employment considered as a primal"
monetary policy objective by the Central Bank? Has your count@- experienced fiscal
consolidation process in the recent years? if so, what has been the impact on employment
and sectat protection in your country?
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The Ministry of Labor has calculated that 1.1 million job opportunities for 8audis are required to
achieve significant progress in addressing the problem of unemployment which is now 11,74 per
cent for 2014.

Saudi Arabia policies to increase employment are also directed at women to improve socfal inclusion
and increase the low female parfJc4pat;on rate. There are several programs running to address ins,
These programs range from analyzing individual sectors and engaging companies to identify
appropriate jobs, through to providing practical aÿsistance to women. One of the most important
demand-side initiatives is the "Female employment in the retail sector" policy. Further measures
include programs to provide or subsidize daycare facilities or transportation options. As a
consequence of these and wider ministerial efforts in recent years, female participation has
increased, but at a rate higher than the availability of jobs for females.

The Saudi Arabia Monetary Agency (SAMA) - the central bank, follows a regime of fixed exchange
rate policy and free capitÿI flows. Hence, SAMA doesn't conduct lndepednet monetary policy and as
such has no explicit employment mandate, However, SAMA has contributed to the labor
transformation program in recent years through measures such as directing local banks to increase
Saudization given its role regulating commercial banks and exchange dealers. The Human
Resources Development Fund (HRDF), is the entity expressly set up to financially support the
preparation of a national workforce. HRDF offers grants,shares in expenses of preparing and
training the workforce, pays a percentage of salary of trainees hired by their firm, provides loans
and conducts research related to the activities of preparing, training and employing the nationaÿ
workforce.

What kind of trade-otis has your Government encountered in the promotion of full
employment and decent work for all? What can be done to enhance synergies between
respect to internationa! tabour standards and to environmental safeguards, productivity,
competitiveness and economic growth?

Full employment and decent work for alt are key priorities for the government of Saudi Arabia. To
achieve this goal Saudi Arabia has ÿaunched an ambitious labor market transformation program.
One of the key trade-offs is the reliance on foreign workers; iust over half of the labor force is
foreign, Saudi Arabia is committed to build up the capacity of Saudi citizens and incentivize the
private sector to recruit Saudis to shift more Saudis into the pdvate sector and reduce reliance on
foreign workers, A key part of this Is to ensure that the jobs are attractive to Saudis, which includes
investing in standards and safeguards, providing a good working environment that is more
comparable to publ}c sector work, and support{rig workers with safety nets such as unemployment
insurance. Decent work is considered a key enabler to achieve Saudization and increase
productivity.

is youth employment a major issue in your country? What is the proportion of the youth
labour force [aged between 15=Z4] that is unemployed in your country? Does your
Government have specific programmes targeted at youth employment?
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Unemployment In $audi Arabia is especially prevalent amongst youth and a significant proportion of
young Saudis were classified as NEET (not in education, employment and training) in 20t4.
Consequent{y, addressing this challenge is a key focus of Saudl Arabia arid a large number of
programs are run to support the upskilling of the youth to better meet the needs of the private sector.

These programs include Colleges of Excellence, whose goa! is to establishing 50 technical training
institutes, over the next 10 years and On the job training, which promotes private sector emp{oymem
as weli as upskilling. The government is also developing c4areer education programs that aims to
provide a lifelong service and is already launched. In addition, Project Parallel offers online courses
that teach and promote general employability skill&

"L

Unemployment assistance is also in place for unemployed youth- Hafiz 1 was set up to help jobless
Saudis between the age of 20 and 35, aligning with the significant challenge of youth unemployment.
The program pays each participant a monthly financial assistance of $AR 2,000 for a period up to 12
months, condft{onaÿ on part{c{pating ÿn training and demonstrating a seriousness in lookÿng for workÿ
The second unemployment assistance (Hafiz 2, February 2014) fottowed the success of Hafiz for 20-
35 year oids and provides a similar Ieve! of financial assistance to job seekers aged 35-60. Another
program under the Hafiz umbrella aims at up-ski!ling job seekers and increasing their chances for
employment. A further financial incentive encourages job seekers to move faster to sustainable
employment, This incentive is paid to individuals either as a cash amount equal to their remaining
financJaÿ benefit under the Hafiz program for secudng a job early, or offers indivÿduafs a training
voucher worth more fÿhan cash option,

How is your Government addressing the challenges of education/skills and Jobs mismatch in
your c;outJttyÿ especially in the context of the transition to a sustainable development? Does
your country have successful Inttlatives that link education arid training to the world of work?

The government is addressing the challenges of e(iucation,tskills and jobs mismatch en mÿtiple
fronts, from ensudng that educafJon is designed to meet employer needs to providing experiential
opportunities to lead to work, Saudi Skill Standards was established to help regulate technical and
vocational educatiorÿ and ensure skills developed meet employers' expectations and that technical
education institutions adhere to specific performance quality standards.

The Ministry {ÿf Labor also supports the transition from University to Employment through a vadety of
measures, Once operational, the key support measures available whilst at University will be Career
Education and Project Paralieÿ (both are projects currently in deve!opment). These are
complemented by job mÿtching agencies and career fairs. Career education provides learning
experiences about career oppodunities and what is needed to acÿhieve career goaÿs. Project paratleÿ
is an employment readiness program for young Saudis. tt is designed to provide online pre4ests, e-
Jeaming moduies and e-coach}rig during work expedencelon4heo-job trainings, The main program
parts are generai empfoyabifity skitls and specialized skills for different types of jobs. A career
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readIness certificate is issued by the program which gives employers the confidence that the
respective person ts employable and brings the dght sÿiIts.

(

Apprent}ceship programs are an increasingly Important element in the transition from education tQ
employment Sÿudi Arabia currently operates two programs - On-thejob training and Joint Training,
On4he-]ob traini[ÿ for youths and other new employees in tlÿe private sector occurs in the workplace
under a contract between the employer and trainee, instruction is provided by a professional trainer
or expeflenced employee. After completion of the pilot, fu[} scale roll out should begin in 2015. Joint
traÿng programs fast from two month to two years, with trainees spendfng 75 per cent of the time in
the workplace and the rest fn class or theoretical training.
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How has your Government mR/gated the trade-oils between the environmental, economic
and so¢ial dimensions? Wÿat kinds of investments have generated the greatestjeb potential
while maintaining environmental sustainability?

Aÿthough the Saudi Arabian economy is still highly dependent on oil exports, diversification into less
extractive ÿndustfies is a key priority, with a ÿong4erm non-{]{[ export development strategy. Saudi
Arabia is focused on economic diversification, improvement of productivity and competitNeness, and
moving towards a knowledge-based society, it is worth nefJng that the kingdom has already realized
important achievement in this regard, since non*oÿl exports have been raised from (31) billion R;ya!
in 2001 (4,5% of GDP) to 240 billion Riyal in 2013 {9% of GDP). The average share of non-oil
exports as % of GDP is estimated to be 6.2% dudng the pedod 2010-2014.The new policy depends
on the fotlov4ng mechanisms of implementation: Estab!ishment of export-oriented industrial zones,
expansion of bitateral and pÿudlatera[ FTA's to enhance non-oil exports, Adoption of short- and
medium4erm programs to promote productivity in the government and private sectors, Improvement
of ports capacity and streamline the procedures and substantial implementation of the trade
fad{Rat{on agreement, and Promotion of the role of the Saudi Export Development Authority.

What kind of p!!icy tnttlath/es and approaches your Government have to facilitate the
transfien from informal to formal employment and to formalize and increase sustainability of
small and micro enterprises, taking into accounÿ the economic, social and environmental
dimensions of sustainaloie development?

SMEs play a critical role {n lob creation, particularly in the less poputous of Saudi Arabia's 13
regions, where large .companies may be hindered by smaller potential markets. Consequently, the
Mfnistry of Labor provides various support programs to new businesses and entrepreneurs, The
Entrepreneurship Development Program is an example of this and aims at up skiUing entrepreneurs
to support the development of SMEs In Saudi Arabia. It supports those intending [o start their own
business and to create employment in a three week program. The primary focus is on heIpÿng
business owners deve[op key business management and p[anning skills before starting their new
bÿsiness. The core elements of the program are: Feasibf{ÿt.y Study, Financ}aÿs & Accounting,
Marketing, Legislation, Franchising; ÿnd Business Ptanning as hard ÿkt}ls, In addition to this the
development of a persoÿaÿ skil! set is a key element. The Ministry of Labor supports training costs for
3 to 5 weeks, not e×ceedÿng SAR 3000.
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WTÿat kind of institutional framework arrangements are in place In your country for the
successful integration of the economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainable
development to facilitate decent work?

The facilitation of decent work occurs through many informal and formal networks but Saudi Arabia
is taking more active role, for example organizing joint preparation discussions and training for
tripartite representation in the International Labour conference, holding social dialogue forums e.g.
tripartite representation social dialogue forums.

How do the civi! society, trade unions and the private sector engage tn promoting an
Integrated approach to employment creation and decent work for all?

As mentioned above, the international Labour Conference and Social Dialogue Conferences are the
key forums, In addition to that, the Ma3an platform was established last year to engage all members
of the public directly into policymaking. Anyone in the public, including expatriate workers, small
business owner, policy makers and others in cMI society can comment on and vote for or against
different policies. Alt new labor policies are posted for comment for 30-60 days with newspaper and
social media advertisement to encourage participation. Citizen and expat involvement ensures that
all perspectives are taken into account for the formation of policy,

What can the ECOSOC system do to help countries boost economic growth In a sustainable
way that creates employment and decent work for aft?

ECOSOC can support Saudi Arabia and other countries by providing best practices in developing
non-commodity led export for economy diversification into more sustainable industries, ECOSOC's
work to engage the private and public sector is much appreciated and information sharing,
conferences and workshops support sustainable economic growth,

L
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